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From the rooftop of Neukölln’s busiest shopping centre, you hardly notice the hustle 
and bustle below. It’s an urban oasis that allows you to soar high above an 
unsuspecting borough beneath. Perhaps the architects were a little ambitious when 
building the mall’s multi-storey car park, but luckily so, as the empty top two floors 
provided the perfect space for Klunkerkranich – a trendy bar and vibrant arts space 
that towers over the now-hyped Berlin district. From this vantage point, you can see 
history sprawled across the horizon on a scarred cityscape, from the formerly boxed-
in tenement blocks straddling both sides of the wall to the topographical vacuums left 
by exploding bombs. Treptow lies to the east, Tempelhof to the west. Dead ahead: that 
looming monument of state socialism, Berlin’s TV tower. 
 
Klunkerkranich is the German word for a species of crane – a fitting term to describe 
what is essentially a cultural nest. It’s from this nest that the first of four Social Muscle 
Club events over 10 days takes flight. Performers from the USA are joined by the 
Berlin-based SMC squad for a performative transatlantic exchange under the banner 
“Peace Talks”. As we seem to spiral into a post-Trump era of collective depression, 
there’s certainly a lot to talk about. But through each of these four performances, a 
different thread of an intricate post-war tapestry unravels. Each instalment breaks 
through a different mental wall, opening up its participants to new collective concepts 
of mutual support and solidarity. And there’s no better place to start than in Neukölln.  
 
The district was traditionally a communist stronghold, but it’s not without irony that its 
main artery today bears the name Karl-Marx-Straße. If anything, it effectively proves 
the anti-capitalist thinker’s critique: bargain bins and discount stores jostle for space 
within an increasingly gentrified neighbourhood as working-class locals are priced out. 
It’s an intersection of time and space that embodies Francis Fukuyama’s “end of 
history”: the street may be named after Karl, but for better or worse we all know which 
side of the opposing Cold War binary ostensibly triumphed. Karl-Marx-Straße is 
crowned by a millennial monument of globalisation: a swarming shopping centre 
housing multinational chains with a glass atrium that pierces an overcast sky on this 
humid Sunday in June. It’s 2 pm and the peace talks are about to begin. 
 
Nestled precisely among all these contradictions, the Social Muscle Club instantly feels 
right at home. Where the topography of Klunkerkranich elevates us from the rat race 
below, the event series itself seeks to break free from traditional dynamics of economic 
exchange relations, instead championing an altruistic workshop format. For the 
uninitiated: the Social Muscle Club is a philanthropic game show that empowers its 
participants through a playful and performative display of solidarity. It’s a gala of giving 
and receiving where participants, seated in clusters around a moderator, write down 
wishes and offers on slips of paper that are thrown into a bowl. After two table rounds 
of deal-making, where the slips are divvied out according to preference and need, 
interluded by a variety of performances from cake decorating to dance performances, 
the remaining wishes and offers are opened up to the whole room. Art is the key 
ingredient here. The performative element of the Social Muscle Clubs is crucial to its 
success, offering a playful, disarming space in which to de-programme ourselves from 
society’s selfish notions of property, remuneration and exchange relations. It breaks 



the ice, allowing complete strangers to give up their time, energy and ideas for the 
benefit of one another. 
 
The Social Muscle Club was born in a living room in 2012, inspired by the 1965 
documentary A Workers' Club in Sheffield, subsequently depoliticised with the title 
People in Sheffield. The film chronicled support networks steelworkers had set up to 
help each other out in times of need. When someone was sick, the others had their 
back and would cover them financially. It’s a sense of solidarity that seems all too 
absent in a contemporary neoliberal society all too often defined by individualism. Ever 
the individualist herself, Margaret Thatcher famously said there is no such thing as 
society – a demonic prophecy of sorts, as it was of course her aggressive policy of de-
industrialisation that decimated entire working-class communities in Great Britain, 
Sheffield included, eroding a once supportive social fabric.  
 
Fast-forward a few decades to the present and things aren’t exactly on the up. 
Presidents grab pussies and lie out of their arses while prime ministers flog off the 
welfare state at rock-bottom prices. It’s a bitter world – but that’s precisely where the 
Social Muscle Club takes its cue from. Peace is about compromise and to get there, 
we need to break down the barriers we erect in our heads. We need to smash the 
borders that divide us into singular, autonomous beings. Put another way: we need a 
wrecking ball. Luckily, one is to be found atop the Klunkerkranich as performers stand 
up one by one to recite lines from Miley Cyrus’ epic ballad about the destructive power 
of love: 
 

I came in like a wrecking ball 
I never hit so hard in love 
All I wanted was to break your walls 
All you ever did was break me 
Yeah, you wreck me 
 

The message of today’s peace talks: our world is falling out of love with itself and we 
want to fall in love again. Against a backdrop of hate and fear, we have to embrace 
hope. And to do this, we need to train our social muscles. It’s time to flex. 
 
Klunkerkranich, being the hip hangout it is, is often limited to a fairly homogenous 
crowd that doesn’t necessarily reflect the incredibly diverse district below: think white 
middle-class urbanites under 40, beard and glasses optional. One of the first things 
that strikes me about the Social Muscle Club, by contrast, is its inclusivity. The crowd 
consists of a broad range of generations from places far and wide: Atlanta, Damascus, 
Bristol and Vienna, to name but a few. What seems to unite them, however, is an 
economic precarity and creative impulse. I speak with screenwriters, musicians, artists 
and dancers – all of whom are in want of something and ready to give for it, all of whom 
want to come together to create something greater than the sum of their singular 
selves. This is radical diversity and co-operation in action. 
 
I ask around at the first table I’m perched at: is it easier to give or receive? The table 
is unanimous: they’re definitely givers. But before this observation can solidify into any 
kind of applicable truth or insightful revelation, the next table gives me a mixed bag of 
responses. Hypothesis overturned. One woman tells me that sometimes receiving 



influences your capacity to give. How? I ask. Well, I wanted a foot massage so I 
decided to offer a hand massage, she responds. We laugh but this is a prime example 
of training your social muscles. The privilege of wishing for something opens a valve 
of empathy that in turn that allows your charitable nature to flow. Both the givers and 
receivers among participants claim they struggled to think of good wishes and offers 
for the game, but the resulting pools of folded papers are bubbling with altruistic ideas 
from the delightfully playful to the incredibly useful: one man needs tips for his website, 
another offers to sing Elton John’s “Your Song”. A woman asks for packing life-hacks 
for one-week trips, while another offers to teach someone her “funny Austrian dialect”.  
 
As any bodybuilder knows, it’s crucial to take a break between each set. With the first 
round over, performer Nir de Volff takes to the stage to give our muscles a break from 
training with a very personal take on peace talks, reflecting on the fact that, growing 
up in Israel, geopolitical conflicts stood in the way of him being able to meet the 
neighbours – something he vowed to remedy since moving to Berlin. In 2015, he began 
to volunteer with refugees – itself an act removed from the wage-labour paradigm – 
meeting people that would go on to become dear friends. One such friend, a Syrian 
dancer, performs a dance for the audience to live music from the band City of Djinn. 
Its moments like these that highlight the practical application of what we’re all learning 
at the Social Muscle Club. We’re developing a sense of compassion and altruism that 
has very real, tangible uses within wider society, even if it is not rewarded in strictly 
economic terms. 
 
In a classic case of confirmation bias, capitalist societies have long misinterpreted 
Charles Darwin’s theory of natural selection to suit their own individualistic economic 
ends, with “survival of the fittest” becoming a standard slogan of our neoliberal age. 
Far from being the centrepiece of evolutionary theory, Darwin actually pinched the term 
from the economist and thinker Herbert Spencer and it didn’t find its way into On the 
Origin of Species until the fifth edition. In reality, survival of the fittest refers to co-
operation rather than competition. Put another way: it’s about flexing our social 
muscles rather than our actual muscles. But in an unforgiving economic climate, some 
of us might feel a bit out of shape – and that’s where the Social Muscle Club comes in. 
The Russian anarchist and biologist Peter Kropotkin’s term mutual aid is appropriate 
here. Observing migratory birds in Siberia, he concluded that their survival was 
dependent on their ability to work together. Up in our Klunkerkranich nest high above 
Neukölln, we too can pool our resources together for collective benefit, exchanging 
and trading our material possessions, social connections and unique know-how in 
order to empower each other. So much for a dog-eat-dog world. 
 
The Social Muscle Club can also be seen in the context of emerging post-capitalist 
networks that redefine our notions of transactions within a social framework based on 
solidarity: from each according to her ability to each according to her need. In his 2015 
book Post-Capitalism, British journalist and economist Paul Mason contends that the 
end of capitalism has already begun: through co-ops, cryptocurrencies, even 
Wikipedia. Instead of the traditional leftist notions of revolution, a new, dynamic mode 
of exchange will emerge within the current system, reshaping our values and behaviour 
in its wake. It’s already begun and the Social Muscle Club is a performative part of this. 
As the Situationists would have put it: it’s revolutionising everyday life to escape the 



commodity fetishism of the consumerist spectacle of bourgeois society. Simplified: 
sharing’s caring. 
 
After another round, the game is opened up to the group, with remaining wants and 
offers read aloud for everyone. It’s incredible to see how quickly we can support each 
other when there is the right forum to do so. A bearded man needs a trim. Luckily, 
there’s a barber in the audience. Deal. Someone is looking for a bike for the next 10 
days. The tires need a bit of air, but sure, a woman says. And among the most moving 
and heart-warming examples: a participant is looking for a new lovebird for her pet 
parakeet after his partner died. It just so happens that someone in the audience also 
has a recently widowed winged friend. It’s a match! 
 
As the afternoon comes to a close, the atmosphere at Berlin’s Klunkerkranich is a 
euphoric, jovial one. A room full of strangers has transformed into one of warm friends. 
There is a sense of optimism in the air. To round of the event, one final performance: 
we are to record a whale song that will be played underwater at a future date. The 
whales response will also be recorded and we can listen online. We each find a tandem 
to secretly mimic and the sea concerto begins. It’s a silly exercise but a fun one that 
further demonstrates our interdependency as a collective in order to achieve 
something greater than the sum of ourselves. A chorus of hums, whines and squeals 
crescendos in the Klunkerkranich. If only they knew down below. 


